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SALT LAKE CITY (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Well-Beyond, a direct sales company that develops targeted
health and wellness and weight management solutions, recently completed filming a featured guest appearance
on Modern Living with kathy ireland®. The segment is slated to begin airing on WE tv on March 8.

Kathy Ireland, who has graced the cover of Forbes Magazine twice (2012, 2016) and is listed as the 25th most
powerful brand globally by License Global Magazine, interviewed Well-Beyond Co-Founders Jeremy and
Karen Reynolds and their daughter McKayla about the official launch of Well-Beyond and its product line. The
full interview will be featured on Bloomberg and WE tv.

“It is such an honor to partner with Kathy Ireland and see her enthusiasm for our mission at Well-Beyond to; Be
Well. Do Good. Have More; and touch 1,000,000 lives by 2022 through our BeyondMe initiative. Kathy is an
inspiration to so many women and we align so well with doing things to promote Happiness and Health,” said
Karen, Well Beyond Co-Founder.

Well-Beyond was selected to be featured on Modern Living with kathy ireland® based on its breakthrough
health & wellness solutions, including the world’s only healthy chocolate®. When Ireland and members of her
staff sampled a selection of Well-Beyond products, many were so impressed they signed up online as new
customers on the spot. Favorited items included X Power Squares, Xe LITE, and Remity Balance.

Ireland spoke for the entire crew when she said, “I love you guys, and I love your company; you make being
healthy taste delicious.”

Watch a preview of the interview please visit www.well-beyond.com

About Well-Beyond
Well-Beyond develops targeted health & wellness and weight management solutions to change lives. Along
with the world’s only healthy chocolate®, we deliver nutritious products for better sleep, enhanced focus, and
endless energy. At Well-Beyond, we believe health and happiness go hand in hand. We exist to elevate the
world from mediocrity to greatness by holding ourselves and others to our highest potential. This inspires us to
go well beyond every day.

About Modern Living with kathy ireland®
Modern Living with kathy ireland® is independently produced and distributed worldwide. The show is an
informative magazine style program that features the hottest stories, trends, and breakthroughs that will educate
and motivate our viewers.
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Well-Beyond
Jeff Graham
Chief Products Officer
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775-971-9903
jg@well-beyond.com
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Contact Information
Jeff
Graham
http://www.well-beyond.com
775-971-9903

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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